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The 1988 Seoul Olympics played host to what has been described by some as the dirtiest race of all time, by
others as the greatest. The final of the mens 100 metres at those Olympics is certainly the most infamous in
the history of athletics, and more indelibly etched into the consciousness of the sport, the Olympics, and a

global audience of millions, than any other athletics event before or since.Ben Johnson's world-record time of
9.79 seconds - as thrilling as it was - was the beginning rather than the end of the story. Following the race,
Johnson tested positive, news that generated as many - if not more - shockwaves as his fastest ever run. He
was stripped of the title, Lewis was awarded the gold medal, Linford Christie the silver and Calvin Smith the
bronze.More than two decades on, the story still hadn't ended. In 1999 Lewis was named Sportsman of the

Century by the IOC, and Olympian of the Century by Sports Illustrated.

CBC Sports reports that at the time the 1998 Mens 100m final was dubbed the dirtiest race in history. The
final of the mens 100 metres at those Olympics is certainly the most infamous in the history of athletics and
more indelibly etched into the consciousness of the sport the Olympics and a global audience of millions than

any other athletics event before or. Richard Moore is a freelance journalist and author originally from
Scotland but now living in London.

Moor Race

A truly great rivalry can sweep up so much passion that the world will come to a standstill to watch it. The
final of the mens 100 metres at those Olympics is certainly the most infamous in the history of athletics and
more indelibly etched into the consciousness of the sport the Olympics and a global audience of. Its a riveting
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read that goes back and. The 1988 Seoul Olympics. Steve Cram talks to Ben Johnson about the mens 100
metres race at the 1988 Seoul Olympics. Compre o livro The Dirtiest Race In History de Richard Moore em
wook.pt. The unforgettable mens 100 meter race has become infamous for the elation of breaking a seemingly
impossible world record for human speed and for the doping scandal that followed. Aside from Johnsons
blistering time the race is infamous for its athletes positive drug tests. In many respects it still is despite the
taint of drugs. The final of the mens 100 metres at those Olympics is certainly the most infamous in the

history of athletics and more indelibly etched into the consciousness of the sport the Olympics and a global
audience of millions than any other athletics event before or. The 1988 Seoul Olympics played host to what
has been described by some as the dirtiest race of all time by others as the greatest. History to find out. It

shouldve been a historic upset.
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